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INTRODUCTION
This roundtable is about creating opportunity, separating your company from the competition and
offering your clients value added services. 

Ted Johnston: Concrete coring, wall sawing and flat sawing are the typical services offered by
most concrete cutting and coring companies. Companies that only offer these services find
themselves in a very aggressive and competitive marketplace. It is senseless to buy more flat saws
if your marketplace is only large enough for ten flat saws and there are already eleven out there.
Supply and demand dictates that your existing profit levels would decrease. Separating your
company from the competition is the only way to increase revenue and profit. The way to
accomplish this is by adding value added services for your clients. It is truly beneficial to your
clients to eliminate as many sub-trades on a project as possible. 

A great area of potential expansion is offering a more complete selective demolition service.
Some areas of opportunity include, wire sawing, concrete removal, robotic demolition tools
(Brokk), chemical expansion agents, diamond grinding, concrete crushing, concrete bursting,
GPR, shot blasting and concrete restoration services. These services are all closely related to our
existing disciplines. Offering these new services in no way diminishes our existing services. In
most cases, they are used in conjunction with our existing services to give us a competitive edge
and greater opportunities. 

For more information on the above services, you can search the internet by keying in the service
you are interested in. I now turn it over to Ron Culgin. 

Ron Culgin: Thanks Ted. I am going to talk to you about adding robotic demolition to your
concrete demolition service, specifically the Brokk machine. We own a number of machines with
the different attachments. It really is amazing how much you can increase your sales base by
adding robotic demolition. Before we owned our first machine, we were not sure where or how
many times a year we might use one. It is just amazing that when you have one in your arsenal,
how often you will bring it out for use. Like Ted said, if you are in a 10 or even a 20 saw market,
what do you do when you have reached your saturation point? How do you increase your sales?



By driving prices down and beating out the competition? That is certainly not the way to go. You
can stagnate yourself by not looking at other options to expand your business. I come from the
school where it was cutting versus breaking and we would take offense from the customer that
wanted to break it as opposed to the customer that wanted to cut it up. So it takes a little bit of a
mind set adjustment to think, “Hey, breaking is okay because we are really looking at the bottom
line and quite frankly, we don’t care if the customer wants to cut it or break it – as long as we are
the ones doing it.” It’s a very specialized and expensive tool and not something your customer or
your competition is likely to purchase. We have taken a saw cutting job that was maybe a
$60,000 job to cut large openings in a slab and some wall openings and the customer wanted us to
break it and get the material down to the first floor. By adding a couple of Brokk machines and
Bobcats on the job, we increased the job three-fold in sales and the margins on the breaking and
removal were close to the cutting margins. Some of the applications may be more obvious. I also
want to point out that some people might say you can offend your best customers, who are very
often the demolition contractors, by getting into the breaking business. In our market, demolition
contractors are our best clients. The path is narrowing between cutting and demolition. There are
times when we cut it, break it and get rid of the debris. We explain to our demo customers that we
do break and remove it when it complements the saw cutting – that we would not just go out and
bid a demo job against them. All in all, it has gone pretty smoothly. Some of the more obvious
applications are interior and exterior demolition, nuclear, which is a very specialized area, and
kiln liner removal. Brokk machines can get into places where other equipment cannot go
considering the size of the attachments, the size of the hammers, shears and crushers. To do the
cutting, breaking and removal part of a job, excavating the material and then putting it back is a
very common application for us and our Brokk machines. We lower these machines through
openings in floors and do the cutting and breaking the basements of the buildings where there
really is no other way to do that except for the hand method. So we are able to save our customers
a lot of money and we can bring added value to our customers when they call Pro Cut. 

Operator safety is a major issue. Having your operator be able to stand 10 or 20 feet away from
what he is breaking is critical. He is able to have a bird’s eye view without exposing him to
dangers. Some of our machines have been in some pretty precarious places – places that I would
never put a man. Having a machine take a dixie down an opening is one thing, but having a man
attached is quite another. Since it is electric, you do not have issues with exhaust fumes. The
exceptional power of the ratio of the hammer, crushers or shears and the ratio of this power to the
size and weight of the machines is just phenomenal. That concludes my portion on robotic
demolition and I turn it over to Doug Walker. 

Doug Walker: These guys have talked about some pretty big demo but I am going to talk to you
about the small stuff. We have all gotten the call asking us to cut down a floor that is a half-inch
too high. In the past we have used our saws, we rip it, cut it and chipped it all out, but with the
advent of a lot of new equipment out there, you have more options. You have circular diamond
grinders, concrete shavers, shot blasting, floor scrapers that take coatings off or mastics and then
you have the water jet work also. The concrete shaver is a thing called a Shavemaster from VIC.
It is a 50-blade wide/12-inch-wide piece of electric equipment. It takes an eighth to a quarter of
an inch at a pass and if you are doing 750 square feet an hour, you can take a floor down pretty
quick. It has a vacuum system attached to it so it stays dry and clean. We have used it to remove
epoxy from floors. Now with the advent of decorative concrete industry, you are looking at
polished concrete. We never thought we would ever approach anything like it until we got a job
to do it. We bought the machine and then we had to find other uses for it. Now we have a whole
other company that uses concrete polishers. From working on people’s garage floors to auto
dealerships, it has worked out very well. Along with this, you end up with coating applications.
You can put down different coatings on the floors or put densifiers on the floors. We have also



gotten into joint sealing. With joint sealing, you already have the sauce, all you have to do is add
the pot – or in this case the pump for the joint material – and you are in business. Granted, there is
a learning curve but we all understand how to cut concrete – we just have to focus in another
direction. Joint sealing can be very profitable and you can really add just a few things to create a
complete package. We can offer the full range of cutting for demolition on bridges –wire sawing
for the foundations, deep sawing for the patchwork on the road, joint sealing after they put the
concrete back or doing asphalt overlay. We also saw the joints on top of the asphalt overlay and
then we diamond grind and groove the bridge deck. The general contractor has hired one
subcontractor to do the job of four different companies. 

With bump grinding, you have joints that curl and you can grind them down, smooth them out,
reseal the joint and you are good to go. It is just something extra to add to your business so that
when one side of the business is down, the other side is up. It works as a balance and adds to your
whole line. And with that, I turn it over to Tim Beckman.

Tim Beckman: Thanks Doug. We are going to conclude the presentations with thoughts on
rigging and removal tips. Before you get into heavier rigging and removal, you want to look at
your site and assess any access limitations that you might have at the job site. That is going to
determine what your basic scope of work should be. You are going to want to look at the
structure and its condition. If you are just doing cutting and coring diamond work, you might
want to look into avenues like assisting the rigging operation, not necessarily taking on the
rigging yourself. If you do get into rigging full scale, there may be an apparatus that can facilitate
that service. 

When you look at site access, ask yourself the following questions: Is it a remote site? Is it nearby
a congested city? Is there active production going on? What are your transportation options? Are
you limited to trucks only or do you have other means? Does the site have nuclear or hazardous
waste? Are there limitations on noise and removal equipment? If you examine the structure of the
building, look at whether it is inside the facility or outside. Is it elevated, muli-story? Look at
reinforcements – are there embeds or obstacles in the way? When you get into business beyond
cutting something and leaving it behind, you want to look at all the other things that are there –
are you going to remove them or will the general contractor? What is the age and condition of the
concrete? Are you close to some overhead crane? Is there forklift access? Are you bringing it in
or is someone else? Is there a heavy elevator perhaps that you can use? Are you adjacent to an
active work area? Maybe you have to put up special barriers to perform your work. You certainly
want to be aware of this before you jump right into it. As far as moving things around, you
normally will have some type of crane available on a facility. Maybe you will be required to bring
in a mobile crane. This can lead to discussions on the rating of the crane, its current status and
who can operate it. If you are in a position to use a forklift, what are your limitations? How are
you going to get it there? How are you going to move it around? Certainly if you are working off
of some elevated structure, you have to be aware of what kind of load you can place on that
structure. If you are going to remove the concrete debris from the site, you have to consider what
limitations the disposal site might have.

If you do choose to “assist the riggers,” there are a lot of things you can do without taking on the
responsibility for rigging and removal. As a cutter, you can be aware of how you can angle the
cut for easier removal and to facilitate the rigging. You may drill through-holes in a slab, enabling
a cable or sling to run through the structure to lift it safely. There is a lot of debate about using
anchors by themselves or using anchors with lifting brackets – are they qualified or certified?
What is their rating? You are going to need a quality control procedure to follow if you get into
lifting anchors and brackets. Cutting through-holes are kind of a “no brainer” that you can at least



offer the customer. There may be some additional downsizing you can do outside of the facility
where you are working. You shouldn’t really take on the responsibility of rigging unless you have
qualified engineering. It looks relatively straightforward but it isn’t. If you do not have in-house
engineering, which most of us do not have, you are going to need some help. I have had
numerous opportunities to use certain size lifting brackets so now we keep quite a few different
lifting plates around. We know the different ratings on each plate and we know how many
anchors it takes to give a certain load but we still rely on a customer to say, “This is where we
want you to place them.” Be careful how much responsibility you take on if you go into rigging
and removal – don’t just tell them you will take care of everything.

In our discussions today, the object is to bring up and talk about things you might already have in
your closet or things that you might want to add as a result of these discussions. We will now
conclude with presentations and move on to the roundtable discussions.

DISCUSSION TOPICS

1. Has offering other services opened up greater opportunities on your project?

Table 1: One of the things we talked about was that you have to be able to use this equipment
where it is supposed to be used. Once you have purchased the Brokk or burster for a job –
you have to keep using it. 

Table 2: We have expanded our service to take pre-fabricated walls out and also slabs. We
take slabs off of buildings and set them out in the parking lot and cut them up. We pre-drill
everything while it is in place then rig it using basket lifts. The crane companies are very
cooperative working with you on your loads. It is a valued-added service to do those things. 

Table 3: Offering more services makes your company an easier sell to the general contractor.
The general contractor has fewer people to deal with and it really limits the competition. So if
you have more services to offer, you are more likely to get the job as opposed to your
competitor. It makes us a better company and gives us more clout in the industry. The more
services you have, the easier it is to sell. But in some cases, you have to be careful not to step
on the toes of demolition contractors who normally hire you to do the work you usually do. 

Table 4: We had a yes and no answer to this question. Yes, being that using a Brokk has
helped get contracts for one contractor, but on the other hand, you open yourself up to
liability due to exposure for offering new services.

Table 5: Yes, it has. We discussed all the different types of technology now available and
how the opportunities have changed in recent years. My company has expanded into concrete
shaving. For years and years, Bluegrass offered expansive grout for pre-cracking. Never be
afraid to look at new opportunities – just do your homework. Make sure it is something you
can handle. Don’t be afraid to ask other CSDA contractors for their experience because that’s
what we are here for. We have all been doing this for a long time. Network with your peers
and ask questions about the new technologies. 

Table 6: We have the same answer. Many of us have Brokk and similar equipment. Don’t be
afraid to look at jobs outside your normal scope of jobs. There are jobs to be done – big jobs.
Don’t stop looking because there is money in it. You have to look past what we are currently
doing to make more money.



Table 7: We started out as a demolition contractor. We purchased a concrete cutting business
because we had to have something that complemented our demolition. We expanded the
business because demolition and cutting go hand in hand. I can’t imagine going out and
cutting something without taking it ourselves. Now we are looking into surface prep because
no one wants to bid for mastic removal in our area. The jobs are out there. 

2. What other tools and services do you offer your clients? Beside the basic core
disciplines.

Table 1: Excavating, electric excavating and floor prep, which is really growing strong in our
industry. Removal services, bursting, Dexpan, splitters and breakers, seismic upgraders, floor
scraping, installing dock levelers after removing the concrete, water runoff trenches and
washdown, epoxy injection, grinding, bollard installation, decorative sawing, sealing for
contraction joints and green concrete and spaying for fire retardants. 

Table 2: We cut concrete and remove it. We also do small removal projects, plumbing,
trenches, egress windows and decorative sawing. 

Table 3: Out of 6 contractors, they offered the following services or equipment: 2 use Brokk
machines; 4 provide GPR; 1 used crushers; 2 provide joint sealing; 1 provides epoxy
injection; 1 provides shot blasting; 4 provide small concrete pour-back and pipe bollard
installation. No one was familiar with concrete shavers. 

Table 4: Electrical and diesel excavation, Brokk and concrete crushing. Some also offer
engineering services, radon installation, GPR, concrete pouring and use a vacuum truck for
slurry clean up. 

Table 5: One area we have really expanded in is the use of electrical equipment like a mini
excavator and a mini fork lift truck that we have used in elevators. Using them saves us time,
effort and a lot of money.

Table 6: We decided that once you are into drilling and sawing, you must offer all these
other Brokk machines and grinding equipment otherwise you will get left behind. You must
take on all these other projects. You have to look into it. We have gotten into filling in the
holes for fire protection after we remove the cores. 

Table 7: One of the things we offer is curb cutting. We offer it to residential and commercial
clients. But we do a lot of work with the Texas Department of Transportation, which allows
us to go after some barrier wall jobs and bridge jobs.

3. Have you ever experienced any backlash from demolition companies when offering your
clients these types of enhanced service?

Table 1: Forget them. Do not pay them any mind.

Table 2: I think we all agreed that most of the time we complement working with the demo
contractors, with no backlash.

Table 3: We would say that it has actually worked in reverse, where our competitor
aggravates the demolition guy by getting into their backyard and then we get the work. Also,



we are finding that general contractors are buying concrete cutting equipment, which is then
getting into our backyard.

Table 4: Yes our table has experienced backlash. Don’t bite the hand that feeds you.

Table 5: Some people get caught up with stepping on other people’s toes for their type of
work. It depends on the amount of labor you are paying for and they seem to be getting them
a lot cheaper than we are. It’s a hit or a miss. You have to work harder. 

Table 6: It’s all about knowing the scope of work that the demo contractor is looking for. Try
not making yourself their competitor and be able to price it where you can make those
monthly payments. Don’t get yourself into trouble thinking you can lowball a job just to get it
– just don’t take the job.

Table 7: From a demolition perspective, when a cutting contractor gets into demo, they have
gotten grief from the cutting industry. Another contractor said that he lost a couple of jobs
because he did joint venture with some demo guys, so it pays for him to look into getting into
the demo side of the business.

4. What do you see in the future of concrete cutting companies?

Table 1: Analyze your market for growth, as each area is different. Look at how many
demolition contractors are in your area and what is your volume of work that you do with
them. If you only do $50,000 or $70,000 in saw cutting but can do $1 million worth of demo
work – it’s not going to hurt your volume. Also, operators need to be better trained. Diversify
your business. Ten years ago, sawing and drilling was 95 percent of your business and now it
is down to 75 percent because 25 percent is now floor scraping, epoxy and loading docks.
The keys are equipment and operators and making yourself different from everyone else. 

Table 2: We talked about safety being an issue. It’s becoming more costly. Slurry
containment and what to do with it and how to control it.

Table 3: We talked about impact of regulation and technology. Regulations on workplace,
i.e., how much people can lift, how much vibration people can be subjected to, silica’s
potential issue as well. We looked at new technology like water jet technology that could
displace diamond technology going forward. 

Table 4: The consensus is that it is no longer a niche industry – it’s growing. One of the guys
in our group is going to be the first contractor to saw on the moon. We are looking at more
automated equipment, GPR and laser guided equipment as well as easier recycling of slurry.
From a manufacturer’s standpoint, we are interested in knowing what you want and need for
concrete coring and cutting. 

Table 5: We think labor is going to be an issue. Finding a qualified workforce that is willing
to make the commitment to do the kind of work that we do – hard work, long hours and being
away from home. Finding people who are willing to work with that is going to be one of the
biggest challenges we will face. We will have to find new ways to entice people to work for
us. 

Table 6: I have bad news – we are all going to be out of job in the future. The future will be
some guy with a laser gun who can cut an opening in seconds flat. The general consensus is



that you have to offer all of the services. If you don’t, you are going to die because of so
many one-man bands that can drill and saw for low wages. The future is firestopping – we
drill the holes so why not fill the holes in after with firestopping?

Table 7: We talked about slurry removal and different ways to remove it. Offering to remove
and keep it in holding ponds. The other things is safety and keeping modifier levels down.

If anyone has any additional questions, please feel free to ask at this time. 

1. Using Brokks, do you run into union problems with operators versus laborers on it?
Yes, we do have union problems. Operating engineers claim Brokk machines and when the
economy was so strong, the laborers looked the other way saying, “yeah, fine – whatever.”

2. Now we operate the machines using both – it depends on the job. It is absolutely open to
interpretation and a lot of times, it will have to do with which union has the larger presence
on the job. 

3. Recently on another job doing some openings, I saw this company doing steel
reinforcing but with no steel. They were using liquids or carbon fiber reinforcement. I
thought we do a lot of openings and sometimes the general contractor wants reinforcing
on the outside. How can I get into this? You have to be certified to do carbon fiber
reinforcement by the carbon fiber people. You have to go through their training and
certification program. 

4. Back in the beginning of the roundtable you discussed bursting. If a 30 inch thick wall
was removed with bursting, what happens to any rebar that might be in the wall? A lot
of times with bursting the bursting has so much power that it will break the rebar. When you
have 250 tons of pressure on the rebar, you exceed its tensile strength and it breaks.
Sometimes it doesn’t break though – the concrete just falls away. 
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